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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter
The iPhone pocket scanner that scans, converts and sends. It's as simple as that. PDF-It supports sharing via AirDrop, Message and Mail. Support's Apple's "Open In" feature, plus any other Apps such as Dropbox. This means, for example, you can open a mail attachment in PDF-It and PDF-It documents in other apps. It also views various other types of files such as, Microsoft Word, MS Excel, Powerpoint, plain text and the list goes on. So, PDF-It continues to be a "must have" utility. 

It allows you to select or take a photo, convert it to a PDF file and email or print it. You can order the pages using the Edit button and arrange the documents in any order. 

Designed as a quick and easy way to scan and store documents it allows you to go "all digital" and not have to save various paper documents.

No more tearing pages from magazines or newspapers for later reference, or have piles of paper waiting to be filed. Simply take a photo or several photos, the app converts all of them into a multi-page PDF. Then to store it digitally you can Email-It, Message-It, Airdrop-It, Print-It and more.

GREAT FOR:
* Capturing white boards
* No need to check out library documents
* Receipt archiving for "road warriors"
* Saving business cards
* Transfer and have access to all your important files.
* You'll never need a photocopier or fax machine again.
 
PLEASE NOTE:
* Requires a compatible Airprint enabled printer to send the documents to the printer.

FEATURES:
* Create multi-page PDF files containing the photo or an image from your library.
* Camera integrated within the app.
* File Sharing via iTunes.
* Share documents via email, message, airdrop, print, other registered apps.
* Images are adjusted for optimal size.
* Select high, medium or low image resolution.
* Image thumbnails
* View images, PDFs and other shared files.
* Zooming.
* Option to add new photo to iPhone photo library.

* NO FANCY FEATURES THAT EITHER DON'T WORK OR YOU NEVER USE
* NO ANNOYING ADS!!!
* NO IN APP PURCHASES!!! ONCE INSTALLED, UNLIMITED USE.

Please let me know how you like the app and send me suggestions you'd like to see in the next version.
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What's New in the Latest Version 2.6
Last updated on Nov 17, 2017
Old Versions

- iOS 11 update
- Updated user interface
- iPhone X compatible
- Otherwise, same great app.
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Version History
2.6
Nov 17, 2017

- iOS 11 update
- Updated user interface
- iPhone X compatible
- Otherwise, same great app.
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PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter FAQ
How to download PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter if it’s not available in your country?





Click here to learn how to download PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter in restricted country or region.


What's the minimum requirements to run PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter?





Check the following list to see the minimum requirements of PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter.
iPhone






What language does PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter support?





PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter supports English





PDF-It Doc Scanner & Converter Alternative
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